
English 12: British Literature and Composition 
Satire Project 

 
 

Task: 
Your first task is to identify a human weakness and a problem with modern society 
resulting from this flaw in humanity.  Choose a serious fault (one with significant negative 

consequences for society) that is prevalent throughout the United States or the world; do 
not focus too narrowly on a problem that exists only in Conyers or the Metro-Atlanta area.  

Your project will include two main elements: research about your topic and either a satire 
imitation or an analysis of a collection of contemporary satires.  Both elements of the 
project must be meticulously proofread and in polished form.   

 
 

Research  
 two articles from appropriate magazines and journals (approval required) that explore 

different aspects of and perspectives on the problem 

 100-word summary of each article, including its thesis and perspective 
 100-word reaction to each article, expressing agreement or disagreement 

 precise MLA-style citation for each article 
 

 
AND 

 

Satire imitation 
 an essay of a minimum of 500 words that addresses the chosen problem in a humorous 

and mocking way 
 detailed and clearly stated plan for correcting problem with specific strategies stated 

and defended 

 use of a variety of rhetorical appeals, irony, hyperbole, and understatement  
 a created fictional narrator who is an expert and who speaks from first-person 

perspective expressing an opposing position to your own  
 diction that is appropriate for the narrator and the topic 
 an appropriate title and subtitle (stating the proposal’s goal) modeled after Swift’s title 

and subtitle 
OR 

Satire collection 
 Select FIVE different examples of modern satires, ONE from each of these categories: 

1. television show 

2. movie 
3. magazine or newspaper 

4. song or book 
5. website 

 For each of your modern satires, include supporting detail and/or quotations as you 

analyze in detail 
a. the satirical purpose (identification of social ill or human weakness criticized) 

b. the use of literary devices such as understatement, hyperbole, and irony 
c. the use of rhetorical strategies (logos, pathos, ethos) 
d. the connection between point of view and tone  

e. the intended audience 

 


